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FROM THE EDITOR
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Dear Readers.
The response t o the new covered Umbrella bas been quite
good, and w e hope y o u enjoy this cover done by Leavenworth Jackson of San Francisco. This issue features a
conversation with Kevin Osborn, a bookmaker who runs
the Writer's Center in Maryland and who makes extraordinary books himselc There is much to gather from
his thoughts about books in general, and his own in particular, and w e hope y o u enjoy it.
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UMBRELLA is a bimonthly review of artists'
publications including artists' books, artists'
periodicals, alternative media, and a digest of
art news from around the world. UMBRELLA
is published by Urnbrella Associates, P.O. Box
3692, Glendale, CA 91 201 USA and i s issued in
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We also want to let y o u know that in the May issue, for
those of y o u who are traveling to Europe, we will be featuring profiles on book distributors in Ezlrope, as well
as offering to our readers a lzst of foreign ozdtlets for bookworks, at least those we are familiar with. If any of our
readers wish t o cite some new outlets before I g o to press,
please send the names and addresses along for publication.

SUBSCRlPJlON RATES: $20.00 a year, individuals, USA; $30.00 for institutions, USA;
Foreign individuals, including Canada, $22.00
surface, $25.00 airmail; Foreign institutions,
$32.00 surface, $35.00 airmail. American currency is advised. Single issues are $4.00. Some
back issues are available.

For librarians who read Umbrella, please tell your assistants
n o t t o be so anxious when Limbrella does not arrive during
the month it ispublished. The Post Office makes it quite
difficult t o have your Umbrella in your hands iz the same
m o n t h it is published and it seems to be taking alnlost two
weeks from publishing day to get into the hands of those
readers in the East, so please bear with us. We send you
Umbrella third class in the United States, and that takes
longer than first class-alot longer.

Personal correspondence to the Editor may be
sent t o : P.O. Box 40'100, Pasadena, CA 91 104.
The office for Umbrella IS ~n Pasadena. All
typesetting IS done by the Editor, and the
Print~ngis done by Glendale Printing Center.
Copy Deadlines: January 10, March 10, May

Happy Spring. May the Heavens shine down upon us all
and let us put our umbvellas away for a while. Umbrella
weather has been with us too long lately.

10, September 10 and November 10.
UMBRELLA wishes to thank Some Serious Business for continued support..

-jah

Copyright
1983 by Umbrella Associates.
All rights reserved.

:
ABOUT THE COVER:
Leavenworth Jackson IS a renowned rubber stamp artist as
well as a graphlc designer. She l~vesIn San
Franc~scoand appears from t ~ m eto time on
the Op-Ed pages of the New York Times.
She has des~gnedrubber stamps for Umbrella
as well as for customers around the world.
We dedicate t h ~ sissue to all those artists who
have ever used a rubber stamp.
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SOME BOOKS REVIEWED INSIDE (Photo: J. Felgar)
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